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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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SPAIN

OODLES RETREAT

Oodles Retreat
26 PEOPLE

ALC&VLC
BENISSA,ALICANTE

11 ROOMS
RETREAT
CENTER
LEARN MORE

Travellers are expecting a whole lot more from their
vacations, luxury accommodation, great food and
a cool range of activities. This is the perfect location
for Vacations, Retreats, Weddings, Cycling Teams,
Golfers, Corporate Events, everyone’s welcome!

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

Beautifully designed Spanish Finca offering 11
spacious bedrooms, with a full complement of

SPAIN

facilities including private tennis court, heated

Discover leading retreats,

boules. Our luxury retreat offers you the ultimate

stunning venues and

swimming pool, beach volley ball, gymnasium,
table tennis, professional pool table and French
facility and an experience you will never forget!

welcoming hosts
around the world
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FINCA PARRILLA

FINCA PARRILLA

Finca Parrilla
FRIGILIANA,
ANDALUCIA
AGP

ACTIVITIES
7 ROOMS

14 PEOPLE

RETREAT CENTER

“Finca Parrilla is a property designed for the ultimate retreat
experience in a quiet and natural environment, with a beautiful
garden and its own private swimming pool to laze away sunny
afternoons, overlooking the valley and the Mediterranean. The finca
is a former fruit farm, growing mangoes, avocados, figs and oranges.
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LEARN MORE

•

Beach

•

History

•

Biking

•

Horse Back

•

Dancing

•

Golf

•

Hiking

•

Running/
Jogging

Riding

•

Swimming

•

Language Class

•

Walking Tour

•

Mountain Biking

•

Yoga

It is the perfect location for relaxing and inspiring retreats close to
the natural park, “”Sierras de Tejeda, Almijara”” and the old Spanish
village, Frigiliana.”
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CASA KIVA

CASA KIVA

Casa Kiva
IBIZA,
BALEARIC ISLANDS
IBZ

ACTIVITIES
6 ROOMS

12 PEOPLE

VILLA

Contemporary 6 bedroom child friendly luxury villa with infinity pool in Es
Cubells, Ibiza Overlooking stunning pine forests and only 5 minutes drive
from the beach, Casa Kiva is a west-facing luxury 6 bedroom villa sleeping
12 in Ibiza, in the perfect position for both the most beautiful beaches on
the island and also some of the best restaurants. The style is contemporary
and minimalist, with plenty of terraces and living areas to settle into with
sundowners. The villa is on a 20,000 sqm (5 acre) plot which affords total
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LEARN MORE

•

Swimming

•

Cycling

•

Nightlife

•

Walks

•

Local

•

Beach

•

Shopping

Experiences

privacy whilst being only a few minutes drive from the nearest restaurant.
The villa is located in the most exclusive area of the island, in the protected
region of Es Cubells. This 6 bedroom, 5 bathroom villa offers first class
living facilities with views over rural Ibiza and the Mediterranean in the
distance. The spacious sunbathing terrace and outdoor dining area have
countryside views across the infinity edged swimming pool (11 x 4).
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CUATRE FINQUES

CAN RIO IBIZA

Cuatre Finques
16 PEOPLE

JALÓN,ALICANTE

7 ROOMS

ALC

LEARN MORE

Can Rio Ibiza
12 PEOPLE

IBZ
IBIZA,
BALEARIC ISLANDS

6 ROOMS

VILLA

LEARN MORE

Situated on a beautiful 10,500 sqm plot, Cuatre

A chic, stylish oasis located in the heart of the

Finques is a unique, family-owned Spanish-style

Ibizan campo; your home away from home

Finca that opened in May 2014 by Pep, Nicky and

With a stunning open plan design and high

their baby girl, Isla. Cuatre Finques has 7 ensuite

end finish, Can Rio Ibiza is a 6 bedroomed

bedrooms, each uniquely designed with style

villa (all with en suite and AC). The property

and comfort in mind. There are 3 double/twin/

can accommodate 12+ guests and is located

triple rooms on the ground floor and 3 double/

between Santa Gertrudis and San Lorenzo- a

twin bedrooms & 1 family suite on the first floor,

super comfortable and stylish choice for those

sleeping 14-17 adults in total.

who want the peace and tranquillity of the
Ibicencan countryside combined with fabulous
amenities nearby.
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RETREAT VENUES

Villa Enri

Shepherd’s Rest

13 PEOPLE

ALC
Relax

in

30 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEI

LEARN MORE

magnificent,

Shepherd’s Rest is a family owned Retreat

fabulous Villa Enri located in the heart of Costa

Venue in the mountain village of Oria, situated

Blanca, between the sea and mountains.

in the Province of Almeria, Spain. At Shepherd’s

The

and

Rest we run events and co-host retreats, which

quietness meet to allow a perfect stay.

can include activities such as Yoga, Horse

Large garden with lots of trees and 10 x 4 fantastic

riding, Meditation, Dance, Art, and much more.

pool, big jacuzzi and outdoor kitchen-BBQ.

We are open to ideas and flexible with the

Satellite with lots of English channels, French,

scheduling and planning of events. We are also

retreat

where

rustic,

LEARN MORE

calm,

rural

this

7 ROOMS

luxury

German, .... in a 65” TV, also cable TV with many

VILLA

films for all ages, Netflix & Movistar +.

Casa Pino Solo,Luxury Group Villa
AGP

RETREAT CENTER

families, couples, friends, and adventurers. Pets
PARCENT,ALICANTE

20 PEOPLE

a holiday venue, opening our doors to welcome
welcome if arranged when booking

Villa Issabella
2500 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

AGP

LEARN MORE

ALMERÍA,ANDALUCIA

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Luxury Group Villa With a Magna Swimming

Villa Issabella is a luxury 5* rental villa set in the

Pool, Hot Tub, Games area and Cinema room.

marbella in the beautiful area Elviria. Our villa

Perfect Retreat and located With Amazing

is 8 bedroom/8 bathroom all en-suite with 2

access to the Andalucian Cities. A accessible

huge living/entertainment areas. We have a

bedroom and ensuite wet room

newly built infinity pool which has its own sea
view. We are close to the world famous Nikki
Beach Club and have local shops, restaurants
and bars! We strive to provide only the best
VILLA

hospitality and believe that our guest deserve

VILLA

only top quality services. Be sure to choose Villa
CÓRDOBA,ANDALUCIA
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Issabella for your stay

MARBELLA,ANDALUCIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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RETREAT VENUES

The Urban Villa Boutique Hotel
14 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

8 PEOPLE

FEATURES

9 ROOMS

and mental changes in your life? Open

Away from the crowds & snuggly nestled

your mind, come, and participate in this

within the Marbella Hills! A special energetic

yoga and meditation retreat. You will

place protected by the surroundings of

focus on the practice of Hatha yoga, have

Nature, Mountains & Sea! and yet, close to

meditation sessions, talks, and healthy

local villages including Marbella and places of

vegetarian food. You don’t need to be

interest. Our Retreats encourage “Co-Living”

an experienced yogi to participate in this

with

retreat which is addressed to beginner or

likeminded

individuals

searching

uplifting activities. We offer our beautiful
space to organise your own retreats!
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RETREAT CENTER

intermediate practiomners.

MORALEDA DE ZAFAYONA,
ANDALUCIA, GRANADA

Cortijo Las Monjas
16 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Amazing

CADIZ,ANDALUCIA

LEARN MORE

soak up the sun and breath in the Nature!

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AGP

RESORT

AGP

Do you want to experience some physical

Chalet La Ahumada
16 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Get Away from it all in our Stress-Free Zone…

another lifestyle with healthy foods &

MARBELLA,ANDALUCIA

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AGP

VILLA

Yoga Retreat Center Casa Bhakti

Villas:

Chalet

AGP

LEARN MORE

Ahumada,

“Cortijo Las Monjas”, is an organic farmhouse,

Bungalow La Ahumada and Nini Villa

a rural accommodation located in the

Nepal, with heated swimming pool and

north-eastern area of the

province of

a golf green to practice short game. It is

Malaga, Andalusia, about 590 meters above

placed in the beautiful Coark Trees Natural

Mediterranean sea level, in one of the most

Park, with an amazing views to The Valley,

beautiful natural places in Axarquía region, the

Tarifa, The Straight of Gibraltar and Africa.

venue is surrounded by beautiful mountains

It takes just 10 minutes driving to Tarifa

and olive groves. We have a beautiful Shala,

Village and the beach.

la

FEATURES

FARM
MÁLAGA,ANDALUCÍA

with heating floor, and beautiful gardens to
enjoy the activities outside. A nice swimming
pool with marvellous views where you can
relax and enjoy.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Flecha Blanca La Herradura Luxury Villas
8 PEOPLE

12 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AGP

Cortijo Juan Salvador
AGP

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Located overlooking the Bay of La Herradura

Serenity and calm precede you at Cortijo Juan

“Flecha Blanca” is a contemporary modern

Salvador. From the top of the (long) shady

Villa incorporating a relaxed laid back attitude

eucalyptus lined drive, the panoramic views

adopting influences of Ralphs Laurens take

over the Mediterranean Sea prepare you for

on

new

the nature induced solace you can expect at

Spanish home offers something more and

this historic old winery with authentic features

boasts panoramic views of the outstanding La

from the 18th century. Nestled into the valley

Herradura Bay and is magnificently zen and is

on some 6,5 hectares of private land within a

beach

living.

This

sophisticated

set amongst Tropical Palms & Mediterranean

VILLA

plants and trees.

protected area of the Montes de Malaga natural
park, you’ll forget that you are within 30 minutes

LA HERRADURA,ANDALUCÍA

Cortijo El Carligto - Private Andalucían Hideaway
14 PEOPLE

of the beaches and the cosmopolitan city

LEARN MORE

AGP

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Two stylish private villas on a hilltop perch

Finca Casabela is “a luxury accommodation

overlooking

the

with exclusive hotel services”. This beautiful

Moroccan coast beyond, Cortijo El Carligto sets

“palacete”built in the 19th century has been

a new standard of luxury for the private villa

uniquely and delicately rehabilitated. Meet the

rental. The estate in the hills of Malaga province

idilic garden and the pool with mountain views

offers all the comfort and service of a five star

and walk around the Valley and the magnificent

hotel with the added luxury of serene seclusion

citrus groves. Our grand house is the perfect

in breathtaking natural surroundings. Rent one

location to disconnect while enjoying a myriad

Mediterranean

and

villa for smaller groups, or both together for an

VILLA

exclusive hire of the entire ten acre estate.

of relaxing experiences and excellent cuisine

VILLA

without having to go anywhere else.
MÁLAGA,ANDALUSIA
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MALAGA,ANDALUSIA

Finca Casabela
26 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

AGP

the

VILLA

GRANADA,ANDALUSIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Casares Casitas
4 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

Silverfield Villa
24 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AGP
Two

amazing

7 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

mountain

casitas

LEARN MORE

GRX
for

Silverfield

Villa

is

an

property

ultra-modern

couples. Romantic retreat . Each casita has

contemporary

located

near

its own private pool and gardens. Set in

Granada, Spain. Our stunning luxury villa

breathtakingly beautiful natural park near

occupies an enviable position close to the

the sea , beaches and gorgeous Andalucian

historic city of Granada at the foot of the

white villages

Sierra Nevada mountain range, with the
local town of La Zubia only a five-minute
drive away. Our Spanish villa covers 6 floors
and over 14,000 sq. ft. of floor area, all

FARM

VILLA

MÁLAGA,ANDALUSIA

LA ZUBIA,ANDALUSIA

Valle de Sensaciones
50 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

CÁDIAR,ANDALUSIA
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Casa la Concha
10 ROOMS

FEATURES
AGP

ECOVILLAGE LABORATORY

accessed by an internal glass elevator.

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

AGP

Providing an artistic, educative, natural,

The

Ecovillage environment without being

boutique

inherited by and established community. A

surrounded by many golf courses and has

little paradise with tree- and cave-houses,

a view of both the sea and the mountain.

where community dynamics can unfold

The house was decorated in a boho-chic

inmidth nature. Clothing optional and sex-

style by the owner Marie Helene Burot;

positiv activities are welcome. Self catered

the garden is a mixture of Tropical and

communitys and tribes enjoy adapted

Mediterranean plants, refitted by one of

conditions.

HOTEL
MARBELLA,ANDALUSIA

peaceful
hotel

and

luxury

Casa

la

charming
Concha

is

the best landscape garden professionals of
Marbella. This beautiful “Finca” has a huge
main house with 4 Suites plus 6 luxury
Cottages around.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Pura Natura
18 PEOPLE

La Huerta El Noque
12 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AGP

7 ROOMS

AGP

LEARN MORE

Pura Natura, situated between the sea and

Welcome to La Huerta El Noque. Lying in the

mountain range of Malaga’s province, exclusive

privacy of fourteen acres of attractive gardens,

oasis, is highly vibrant in energy, due to its lands,

with an abundance of fruit trees, and horse

its inhabitants and the work done. In 5 hectares

paddock, this is a lovely, spacious and fully

of nature, we built and created different areas : 8

staffed

bell tents on raised noble wooden terraces, our

maintaining all of its original characters. The

Swiss chalet, origin requires, as the bathrooms,

house faces west in a rural Andalucian valley,

a splendid wooden platform of 70sqm (shaded)

enjoying wonderful views of the Grazalema

with an amazing view into the countryside.

GLAMPING RETREAT CENTER

Cortijo,

beautifully

restored

while

National Park, with a shady colonnade on one

VILLA

side and a very private courtyard, with trees and
MALAGA,ANDALUSIA

Casa Santosha

Amoraleza

10 PEOPLE

GRX

20 PEOPLE

MALAGA,ANDALUSIA

fountains, on the other.

LEARN MORE

AGP

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Situated at the west entrance to the Sierra

Casa Santosha is a small retreat venue for

Nevada

offers

yoga and meditation nestled in the beautiful

stunning views of the surrounding mountains

Andalucian hills of southern Spain. Only 1 hour

and the Mediterranean Sea. Our alberca

from Malaga, deep in the olive groves of the

(natural swimming pool) will cool you down on

Andalucian hills, the retreat will provide you with

hot summer days and the nights will provide a

a perfect sanctuary where you can stay and

magical setting to reconnect with the elements

practice yoga and meditation, overlooking the

and contemplate the stars. Expect basic

stunning views and close to the Mediterranean.

National

Park,

Amoraleza

comfort, not luxury. There are outdoor compost

RETREAT CENTER

toilets and hot showers. Internet access is
available, but there is no Wi-Fi on the grounds.

22 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

Anyone looking for a peaceful time away will

RETREAT CENTER

enjoy the relaxed surroundings and warm
GRANADA,ANDALUSIA

hospitality.

MALAGA,ANDALUSIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Andalucía
10 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

Shanti Som Wellbeing Retreat
AGP

BED & BREAKFAST
MALAGA,ANDALUSIA

15 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

4 ROOMS

MALAGA,ANDALUSIA
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LEARN MORE

AGP

Shanti-Som Wellbeing Retreat is nestled in

and breakfast. A little gem hidden away

the midst of nature surrounded by the Sierra

in the stunning, white-washed village of

de las Nieves Nature Park and Biosphere

Cómpeta, Malaga Spain. Just a ten-minute

reserve. We offer lifestyle solutions that

walk from the centre of Cómpeta. We

will leave guests renewed and re-inspired

have amazing breath-taking views of the

where you can have the opportunity to

mountains, the coast, and spectacular

learn more about the positive effects that

sunsets. Enjoy the peace and tranquillity

a more balanced lifestyle can help you to.

of our beautiful gardens and our crystal

A place where you regain your energy and

blue swimming pool. Pilates classes can
be arranged on-site, exclusive dining plus
vegan meals also available.

HOTEL

gain balance and focus.

MALAGA,ANDALUSIA

Molino del Rey
22 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AGP

BED & BREAKFAST

FEATURES

Welcome to Villa Andalucía, a unique bed

Finca Gordo B&B
8 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

AGP

A stylish BB with personal touch from

Set in the beautiful nature reserve of

owners Peter and Marina. Everyone has

Andalucía “Sierra de las Nieves” in Southern

their privacy and their own terrace. But

Spain. We are much more than just a yoga

if you want, you can enjoy together. Ideal

retreat though. In addition to hosting a

position in the center of Andalusia near

wide range of yoga, detox, meditation,

the historic city of Málaga, Granada and

mindfulness,

Cordoba on the edge nature park and just

holistic wellbeing courses, our retreat is

30 minutes from the sea. 3 minutes from

very well known for its spa and massage

white village Riogordo.

RETREAT CENTER
MALAGA,ANDALUSIA

weight

loss

and

other

treatments, popular for hiking and hill
walking in the nearby mountains. It is an
idyllic setting for inspirational painting
holidays, photography, etc…

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Valle de Vida
20 PEOPLE

AGP

Villa Can Toni Mateu
10 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

IBZ

A retreat center nestled in the hills of Andalucia45mins from Malaga/airport and the stunning
El chorro Gorge, running for 16 yrs on a 18 Acre
peaceful site.Providing top class therapies and
massage,outdoor cinema, Haman and Sauna
and a salt water pool. Perfect for yoga,Pilates,tai
chi,nature/hikes ,art as well as private Taylor
made retreats with an indoor “HOT” studio
and a hillside shaded yoga shala.Sleeps 20 in
Finca,Pods, Geodomes & teepees.
ANDALUSIA

GRX

LEARN MORE

Can Toni Mateu is an expertly extended country
house with all the fittings and furnishings
needed to provide a wonderful environment to
holiday in. From the kitchen to the pool, this fine
Formentera house will not disappoint.This villa of
exceptional design and quality, is a rare gem of
a property, with vistas, privacy and sumptuous
furnishings, all set within a tranquil location.
Finished to a contemporary decorative scheme,
Can Toni Mateu is filled with quality furniture
and soft furnishings, with the walls adorned with
various paintings and displays, creating a tranquil
and homely atmosphere.

10 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

ZAZ

We have a beautiful and peaceful venue site

the Alpujarra mountains, near Granada. Designed

for you to host your own retreat. We offer

to host intimate, transformational retreats, its large

accommodation for groups of up to 10 people

Mongolian yurt offers a perfect space for bodywork,

to come and share our centre’s facilities. Our

ceremonies and workshops. The indoor yoga studio

surrounding area is ideal for long-distance

is cool in the summer and warm in the winter, with

walking, with hundreds of miles of quiet

oak under-floor heating. The stunning Moorish

footpaths

style ensures the double/twin accommodation

countryside. Our nearby area also has three
RETREAT CENTER

pool and gardens complete the retreat experience
offering relaxing spaces for contemplation.
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FORMENTERA, BALEARIC ISLANDS

5 ROOMS

House of Light is a beautiful centre nestled among

has individual charm, colour, and feel. A saltwater

VILLA

Physionatural Wellness Centre

House of Light
16 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

through

our

raw,

mountainous

large reservoir lakes and two rivers with natural

RETREAT CENTER

pools, the perfect location for swimming under
GRANADA,ANDALUSIA

the brightness of the Spanish sun.

TERUEL,ARAGON

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Racó de Sóller
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Tagomago Private Island
10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
PMI

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

With

Tramontana”, a UNESCO World Heritage

just five minutes away from neighboring

charm with just enough modern updates

Ibiza by speedboat, and about 30 minutes

for a sophisticated, peaceful and private

Can Verru
18 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

28 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

drive from Ibiza Town and its international
VILLA

airport and easily accessible by boat or

IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

helicopter. It can be leased on a weekly
basis or for business events.

Ibiza Journey
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES
IBZ

RETREAT CENTER

mooring,

glamorous buzz of Ibiza. Tagomago is

traditional Spanish estate retains all its rural

sensory experiences.

and

state-of-the-art luxury alongside all the

of Sóller, the mountains and out to sea. This

MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

jetty

guests seeking absolute privacy with

gardens with stunning views of the valley

for tech-enhanced lectures and multi-

private

private island – the ideal destination for

acres of olive groves and Mediterranean

for cooking workshops and home-cinema

its

Tagomago is a 600,000 sqm (148-acre)

site, Racó de Sóller sits on over eighteen

retreat. Facilities include gourmet kitchen

LEARN MORE

IBZ

Located at the very heart of “Sierra de

VILLA

FEATURES

8 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

IBZ

A truly unique Ibiza property, this luxurious,

Join

bohemian style villa and cottage is packed

regeneration rejuvenation and vitality. In the

full of quirky charm and delightful design

private, luxurious Villa located by the seaside

details with every comfort thought of and

and surrounded by marvelous hills, you will

provided. The private and fully equipped

experience total freedom from everyday

Yoga & Pilates studio and the extensive

duties under the blue sky of sunny Ibiza. This

grounds including astro-turfed areas offer

retreat is for you, a healthy lifestyle lover, who

the perfect environment for yoga, pilates,

loves adventure, incredibly delicious raw and

fitness and holistic wellness holidays.
Located in peaceful countryside but close
to many beautiful beaches.

VILLA
IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

Wellness

Retreat

in

Ibiza

for

vegan food, nature, yoga. This will become
a memorable lifetime experience that will
leave you feeling motivated, inspired, and
excited for the future.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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VILLA INFINITY
IBZ

Villa Odiya
10 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

IBZ
amazing

LEARN MORE

Breathtaking ocean views, 7-star premium

This

luxury

villa

is

beautifully

services, privileged location, private dock,

modernised, offers breathtaking views and

characteristic style, undivided attention, most

sleeps up to 10 people in comfort. The villa was

pretentious cuisine, boats, sun and the beauty

renovated in 2018, with high quality furniture, an

of the dream island: this is the formula for an

eye for detail and convenience, and decorated

unforgettable Sarmy experience in Villa Infinity.

with lots of taste. Located in a quiet residential
area, on a hill near the beach of Cala Tarida (2.7
km).
VILLA
IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

Can Rosa Ibiza

The Lotus Pad Yoga
11 PEOPLE

IBZ

12 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

IBZ

LEARN MORE

150 years ago and fully renovated. It’s located in

island of Ibiza without the glamourous price tag.

a quiet countryside area with stunning views,

Set in the campo (countryside) of Ibiza, in a simple

only 5 minutes to the town of Santa Gertrudis.

Finca (farmhouse) with cool and comfortable

The villa has all the amenities to host large

rooms in the north and centre of the island. You

groups and families and it’s ideal for yoga

will have 2 options for your stay. Either simple

practice since it has a large indoor yoga hall and

BYB (Bed Yoga Breakfast) or a Yoga Retreat.

an outside wooden deck with it’s equipment.

With the retreat you will often get more yoga
FARM
IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS
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6 ROOMS

Can Rosa is a typical Ibiza finca built more than

A boutique yoga retreat on the glamourous

and more food in the price.

IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

You can enjoy privacy at the swimming pool
and cook large meals at it’s huge kitchen. We
are partnered with the next door villa and we
can host up to 40 people.

VILLA
IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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RETREAT VENUES

The White Lotus Ibiza
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Studio Ibiza

IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

6 ROOMS

IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS
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LEARN MORE

A Stunning Mansion, with large salt water

We offer not only our own retreats but we

swimming

grass

give other professionals the opportunity to

gardens, fully equipped for big groups and

give their own retreats in every way. And

families. 5 bedrooms/5 bathrooms, AC and

last but not least, for the music lover there

central heating throughout the house,

is our unique own project: the Producers &

excellent wifi connection, billiard table, big

DJ retreat. We focus on DJs and Producers

size exterior deck for yoga, gym, laundry,

and offer them a unique full focus week

fruit trees, all you can dream and more. We

to make music together with others. All

are partnered with the next door villa for

inclusive!

pool

and

extensive

groups up to 40 people. Spoil yourself and
loved ones in this magical place.

FARM
IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

Can Sarmiento
6 ROOMS

FEATURES
IBZ

VILLA

FEATURES
IBZ

Casa India Ibiza
12 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

IBZ

RETREAT CENTER

24 PEOPLE

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
IBZ

LEARN MORE

Split over 2 levels with breathtaking views,

This charming and secluded property is

our beautifully modernised villa sleeps up

situated on a hill top only 250 meters away

to 12 people in comfort, suiting either large

from the sea with a spectacular view to

families or a group of friends. It features 6

the open sea and Es Vedrà. The property

double bedrooms (all complete with en-

is located in a quiet neighbourhood

suite bathroom), Wi-Fi throughout, in &

adjacent to the beaches of Cala Conta

outdoor kitchen/dining areas, large open-

and Cala Codolar and near to the village of

plan salon, cosy TV room with large screen,

Sant Josep. Some of Ibiza’s best secluded

PS4 & Sky, 2 private swimming pools (with
large sunbathing areas & hot-tub), tabletennis+pool table & badminton, fitnessroom,
study and garden yoga-platform.

VILLA

beaches are just a few minutes walk or
drive along the spectacular coast.

IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS
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RETREAT VENUES

Las Cicadas
25 PEOPLE

IBZ

Can Drago
12 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

IBZ

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

It’s a 600year-old farm house with a unique style

Beautiful prívate ibizean finca surrunded by

and views of the mountains. When renting Las

nature. With a plot more than 25.000 square

Cicadas you get full and exclusive, private use of

meters .Perfect opción to disconnect from daily

the whole property. It’s like renting a boutique

stress and routine and restore yourself

hotel all for yourself. We have 6 bedrooms for
12 people. You can see all the details on our
website. We ask for a minimum of 3 nights
booking, the nightly price reduces for longerVILLA

term bookings.

VILLA

IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

Carrer Vista Alegre 3
6 PEOPLE

IBZ

IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

Villa Roca
16 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

IBZ

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Bora is one of the most luxurious and

Ultra-modern Mansión carved into the solid

high- tech villas on Ibiza. This fantastic property

rock 200m above sea level, amid his own

has two floors with 280 m2 surrounded by

mature pine forest. In the Most Desired

500 m2 of land in the private and secure

Location on the Island, 6 km to Ibiza Town

urbanization of Vista Alegre, which is located in

(on the road to San José). Minutes away from

the prestiogious southwest coast of the island.

the best beaches, restaurants and clubs.

Abroad the building you can relax in the jacuzzi
or enjoy the wonderful panoramic view of
Porroig Bay from the heated saltwater pool.

Villa Roca is perfectly set up for every evening
VILLA

The master bedroom is on the first floor and
includes a tatami round bed where you can.
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occasion, either relaxing around one of four

VILLA

fireplaces & two barbecues or partying the
IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

night away on the dance floor and disco area!

IBIZA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Cugó Gran Menorca
24 PEOPLE

Rainbow Home Mallorca
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

MAH

ECO VILLAGE
MENORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS
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LEARN MORE

Welcome to Cugó Gran Menorca, a select

The 800m2 villa has beautiful views of the

villa situated near the pretty village of Sant

Serra de Tramuntana and is only 10 minutes

Climent in Menorca, the smallest island of

from Palma centre. The villa focuses on sport

the Balearics and the Biosphere Reserve.

and wellness, there is a gym,an outdoor pool

Our 12 dream rooms can accommodate

and a massage room available. For cyclists

up to 24 adults and are available for

the villa has a bike workshop and storage

exclusive rental with butler service, a gym,

area.Inside it offers large dining area, fully

and treatments, unique events, or to be

equipped kitchen,Lounge area with a bar

enjoyed as a boutique hotel. It is the only

and 12 bedrooms with ensuite bathroom.

5-star luxury agrotourism in the Balearic
Islands where you can enjoy 100-hectare
exclusive property.

VILLA

The large terrace has a gas barbecue, a bar

MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

area and plenty of space to relax under the
sun or in shaded area.

Finca Ses Rotetes
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PMI

HOTEL

FEATURES
PMI

Cases de Son Barbassa
20 ROOMS

12 ROOMS

FEATURES
PMI

LEARN MORE

Cases de Son Barbassa is a country

Located in Porto Cristo, just a 2 minute

hotel which blends the rural with the

drive from the beach,Finca Ses Rotetes

modern

Majorca.

by

the

features 9 bedrooms and 8 bathrooms.

the

old

This charming, fully furnished property

dating

is set around a very nicely landscaped

from the sixteenth century, are only 2

Mediterranean garden with a large patio

kilometers in distance from the seven

in the shade of a 150 year old oak tree,

hundred year old town of Capdepera.

perfect for entertaining during the height

natural

park

houses

with

of

Surrounded
“”Llevant””,

watch

tower’s

Almond, Olive, and Carob trees grow
naturally within the many acres of the
Finca.

VILLA
MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

of summer. It also boasts a large swimming
pool with sun loungers, straw umbrellas, a
large barbecue area and a Tennis Court.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Son Sant Jordi
30 PEOPLE

PMI

Agroturismo Can Torna
26 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

10 ROOMS

PMI

LEARN MORE

Son Sant Jordi is a heritage house from XVIII

Can Torna literally translates to “The House of

converted into an Interior Hotel with 15 rooms,

Return” in Mallorquin, for us this means a return

town houses and apartments

back to a traditional way of not only doing things

, garden and

restaurant and a conference room

for 30

but also as an ideology which is central to that

persons. It is located in the old town of Pollensa

which concerns our future as well. From the way
in which we prepare our food to how we work
and take care of the land and all those under
our roof, the focus is on the human experience
HOTEL

in connection with nature and each other in an

FARM

authentic way of life.
MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

Ca’n Punxa D’alt

Curolla
29 PEOPLE

PMI

MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

10 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PMI

Curolla is located in the middle of the island

Can Punxa is a Luxury Holiday Villa in Pollensa,

of Mallorca. Far from big tourist spots but very

Mallorca with a Private Heated Swimming Pool

near to some of the best beaches of the island.

Luxury 5 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Villa with

Our main focus are company retreats. Our

Sea View and a Private Heated Swimming

300sqm coworking space offers all technical

Pool, WiFi, Table Tennis, Satellite TV, near

needs for productive work days and our big

Golf,

garden invites to creative meetings next to the

Immaculate country estate in one of the best

pool. We are happy to help you organizing any

locations in Pollensa in the valley of Ternelles with

kind of group activity in or outside of curolla.

RETREAT CENTER

From cycling over yoga or stand up paddle to
paella cooki Nothing is impossible.
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Sleeps

a

maximum

of

10

people.

breathtaking sea views over the bay of Pollensa.

VILLA

In the beautiful valley of Ternelles lies this
MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

immaculate villa with stunning view

MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS
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Balearic Retreats
29 PEOPLE

20 ROOMS

Sant Joan de Binissaida
PMI

RETREAT CENTER

29 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

MAH

Sant Joan de Binissaida is a charming

to do – offering the ultimate getaway

boutique hotel located in an XVIII century

experience where our guests can focus on

country house in the east of the island.

nothing but themselves and their practice.

It has fifteen bedrooms, a gourmet

You will take your Yoga practice to the next

restaurant with its own vegetable garden,

level, surrounded by the breathtaking, raw

twelve hectares of land, a large outdoor

landscapes of Mallorca while staying in a

pool, massage service, meeting room

beautiful Spanish villa and eating nothing

with fireplace and a venue for all kinds

but fresh, delicious and nutritious meals

of events.

cooked by our talented chef.

HOTEL

Our hotel is the ideal place

for people looking for a villa with charm

MENORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

Can Farsit
3 ROOMS

FEATURES

This is what we at Balearic Retreats aspire

MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS

6 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

and personality, lovers of rural tourism,
tranquillity, identified sustainable tourism.

Villa Alkaram
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES
PMI

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
SVQ

LEARN MORE

Old traditional Mallorquin house with salt

ALKARAM, ‘’lugar de bienestar, paz y

water pool and set in an indigenous wood.

tranquilidad’’ En pleno corazón del Parque

Situated in a quiet private area just a few

Natural del Estrecho, se encuentra este

minuts from the main beaches on the east

cautivador chalet de reciente construcción,

coast.

situado en un rincón paradisíaco de la costa
gaditana. Dispone de una gran piscina
infinity y un jacuzzi para 10 personas con
increíbles vistas panorámicas al océano

VILLA
MALLORCA,BALEARIC ISLANDS
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VILLA
TARIFA,CÁDIZ

atlántico y al continente africano. Un diseño
creativo ubicado en una de las zonas más
bonitas.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Mas Rosset
20 PEOPLE

GRO

La Vinya 5
5 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BCN

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Designed by internationally renowned architect

Mas Rosset is an 18th-century farmhouse located

Richard Hywel Evans (Studio RHE), this stunning 4

in a unique and privileged in Pla de l’Estany
surrounded by a quiet natural environment.

ensuite bedroom villa is located on the prime area

Mas Rosset is ideal for hosting groups of up to

of PGA Catalunya Resort. Conceived to provide

20 people in complete comfort within 8 double

the perfect combination of bold contemporary

rooms each with a private bathroom, in addition

design and functionality. Blending modernity with

to comfortable common spaces and a large

traditional Mediterranean elements to perfection,

outdoor garden area equipped with everything

the London-based architect has introduced

necessary to enjoy a unique and pleasant stay.

VILLA
GIRONA,CATALONIA

Langre Beach Surf & Stay
23 PEOPLE

SDR

materials such as Zinc, Timber and Ceramics to
bring an innovating and differentiating factor to
the outside of the villa.

LEARN MORE

BCN

LEARN MORE

Located in the north of Spain in Cantabria,

Located in Port Lligat, at the edge of the

Langre Beach is home to rolling green hills

charming village of Cadaques on the Costa

and crystal clear waters. It’s the ideal place to

Brava, CASA DEL CAPITAN is an exceptional

disconnect and reconnect with your beloved

9-bedroom luxury villa with a spectacular

ones in the summer vibes nature. Whether

infinity pool. Built in a 5-acre private parkland

you want to spend your day with surfing at the

facing the stunning natural park of Cap de

beach, taking yoga classes, go for a bike ride,

Creus, the villa offers breathtaking views in a

hike up a hill or sit on the cliff and enjoy the view

quiet and preserved environment. It benefits

and breath taking sunsets, Langre Beach is the

HOTEL

place.

from direct access to the sea while offering
extreme privacy.

LANGRE,CANTABRIA
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GIRONA,CATALONIA

Casa del Capitan
20 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

VILLA

CADAQUÉS,CATALONIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Can Bora Lodges
45 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

Masia Botargo
21 PEOPLE

FEATURES
GRO

10 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

BCN

Can Bora Lodges is a small scale resort

LEARN MORE

Masia Botargo where calm and relax meet

in the middle of nature but close to cities
as Girona, Barcelona en Figueres and 25
minutes away from Girona Airport. The
luxury safari lodges let you connect with
nature in the best possible way. All lodges
are nicely decorated and give you the
feeling of luxury that you also experience in
your own home. The salt water swimming
RESORT

pool located next to the restaurant offers

GIRONA,CATALONIA

an oasis of tranquillity and let you enjoy
the sun.

Casa Cal Domino
8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

VILLA
L’ALDEA,CATALONIA

Villa Cala Canyelles
26 PEOPLE

FEATURES
GRO

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BCN

LEARN MORE

SUPERB VILLA WITH HEATED POOL

Villa completely renovated in 2018, very

AND PANORAMIC VIEWS of the COSTA

comfortable 500m from one of the most

BRAVA. Situated in the foothills of the

beautiful coves on the Costa Brava

Gavarras Massif, a 38,000Ha national
reserve between Girona and the sea
and overlooking the medieval village of
Calonge with its 10th Century Castle. Just
3.5km from our 95 blue-flagged beaches,
VILLA
GIRONA,CATALONIA
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Cal Domino is your Home-Away-FromHome in an area of outstanding natural
beauty with breathtaking panoramic views
of the Mediterranean sea and mountains.

VILLA
GIRONA,CATALONIA
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Les Gavatxes
15 PEOPLE

GRO

Villa Victoria Barcelona
18 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BCN

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Les Gavatxes is an estate of 56 hectares in a

Villa Victoria Barcelona is a beautiful and

natural park, in a mountainous area consisting of

elegant villa of over 550 square meters built on

forest and streams. We are totally off-grid, using

a land of more than 600 square meters that

solar panels and water from a natural spring.

has different terraces, a swimming pool, hot
tub and garden. This villa is in the only luxury

We do retreats based on meditation, yoga

villa located inside Barcelona city that has 8

and creativity (art and writing), in comfortable

bedrooms, 7 bathrooms and a large number of

natural surroundings, surrounded by beauty.

exclusive amenities such as housekeeping or
RETREAT CENTER

VILLA

daily cleaning.

GIRONA,CATALONIA

Alaya Retreat Centre at Cal Pau Cruset

Mas Palou
200 PEOPLE

BCN

BARCELONA,CATALONIA

50 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BCN

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Mas Palou is a family-run organic vineyard,

The Alaya Retreat Centre is located in a

guesthouse and venue located in the Penedes

150-year-old, recently renovated wine farm (“Cal

wine region just 45 minutes south of Barcelona.

Pau Cruset”) at 45 minutes from Barcelona.

The Valles family has lived and worked in this

We are surrounded by vineyards and a large

magnificent place since the 1500. They are

garden with fruits, olive and almond trees. Our

passionate about food, wine and hospitality

beautiful ‘Masia’ (winefarm) consists of 3 private

and love to share the good Mediterranean life

villas, 1 large villa, and the 120 m² yoga shala. The

with guests from around the world.

beautiful 4×12 meter swimming pool is located
VINEYARD / VILLA

at the far end of the garden between the fruit

RETREAT CENTER

and palm trees.
BARCELONA,CATALONIA
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BARCELONA,CATALONIA
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Sanilles

Villa CP
10 PEOPLE

20 PEOPLE
LLEIDA,
CATALONIA
LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

10 ROOMS

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

GRO

BCN

Luxury eco villa with amazing views, large
pool. Mountai views, quiet retreat.

RETREAT
CENTER

We are just 2 hours from Barcelona and on the
doorstep of Andorra and the South of France.
Sanilles is an Eco-Living project in an idyllic
setting nested the Spanish Pyrenees. Boasting
a Mediterranean climate averaging 300 days of

RETREAT CENTER

sunshine per year at an altitude of 3500 feet.
Summer is never too hot up here and during

GIRONA,CATALONIA

Winter it is the dream for every snow sports
enthusiast.

Castell de Sant Mori
80 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

BCN

The castle of Sant Mori, was built on
former ruins in the 15th Century . Its
first

and

most

important

renovation

took place in the 16th century, giving
this

beautiful

structure

the

Gothic-

Renaissance air which we enjoy today.
The castle has witnessed and taken part
in different historic moments, the most
CASTLE
GIRONA,CATALONIA
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relevant being the stay of Queen Juana
Enriquez and her son Fernando the
Catholic

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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CASA VIDA

Villa Pyrenees
BCN

Casa Vida

9 ROOMS

8 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

MURCIA,
REGION OF MURCIA

Embraced by nature and impressive Pyrenees’
LEARN MORE

mountains, directly connected to one of the best
golf courses, truly one of a kind Villa Pyrenees
Golf & Spa invites to admire the magnificent

RETREAT
CENTER

hosts at the intimate and beautiful venue,

enjoy personalized and exclusive services,

Casa Vida, offer you a unique experience and

exquisite gastronomy and endless variety of

personalised well-being holiday. Our guests

activities.
VILLA
PYRENEES, SPAIN

continually tell us it’s the best experience they
have had of this type of holiday. A stay at the
retreat will suit a solo traveller or small groups
in a safe and nurturing environment. Casa Vida
is the home of Dan Rust, Mosaic artist. Formerly

Wave Rider Villa
LPA

RMU

With 10 years of experience Viv and Dan, your

scenery immersed in the maximum comfort,

17 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

Tara Casa.

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Our luxury beachfront Villa is located in
Corralejo, in the north of Fuerteventura, We
are perfectly placed for all the best surf spots
on the Island. We offer surf lessons for all levels
of surfer from beginner through to advanced.
Our aim is simple...we want to improve your
surfing! Whether it is helping you to catch your
first wave or honing skills you already have, we
make sure that by the end of your course your

VILLA

surfing has seriously improved!
FUERTEVENTURA,SPAIN
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MAS TORROELLA

MAS TORROELLA

Mas Torroella
GIRONA,
CATALONIA
GRO

ACTIVITIES
10 ROOMS

28 PEOPLE

VILLA

Mas Torroella is an impressive property that exudes comfort and
quality, great for large groups, with amazing spacious areas both in
and outdoors. It has a unique, elegant and classy interior that makes
the most of its romantic vintage décor.

52 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

LEARN MORE

•

Horseback Riding

•

Cultural Experiences

•

Wine Tasting

•

Historic Sites

•

Bush and Beach Walks

Each well proportioned bedroom enjoys en suite facilities, air
conditioning and central heating, whilst a selection of stylish sitting
rooms, a pool room, TV room and library afford a level of intimacy for
all, making this an ideal venue for large groups of family and friends.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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EcoTara Canary Islands
18 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

GRAN CANARIA,SPAIN

22 PEOPLE

FEATURES

4 ROOMS

Twin Fin Surfcamp Tenerife is THE place to

Canary Islands, Ecotara offers a large

enjoy beautiful waves to surf, but we are

country house, 2 bungalows and a studio,

more than just a surf camp. It’s a perfect

all nestled in an enchanting eco-village,

spot to disconnect from busy city life and

surrounded by nature. Our retreat centre

find more connection to nature, each

has a maximum capacity of 18 (including

other and yourself. Besides surf we offer

facilitators) and a minimum of 6 to run a

yoga, mediation, various workshops and

retreat. We usually run from 2-day retreats

coaching in order to find more connection

mainly for locals and up to 10 days and more

to your body and mind, so you can learn to

for teacher training. EcoTara is dedicated to
promoting health and wellbeing for mind,
body, and spirit.
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RETREAT CENTER
TENERIFE,SPAIN

ride the waves of life with more ease and a
whole lot of fun!

Finca El Quinto
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Disconnect

LANZAROTE,SPAIN

LEARN MORE

Specialized in hosting retreats in the

25 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

ACE

VILLA

FEATURES
TFS

Villa Palmeras
50 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LPA

RETREAT CENTER

Twin Fin Surf Camp

to

From

TFS

LEARN MORE

the

Finca El Quinto offers its guests a different

moment you step into Villa Palmeras

kind of holiday. Far away from mass tourism,

in Lanzarote, you’ll be welcomed into a

our guests spend their holidays in unique

truly luxurious world, boasting effortlessly

and creatively designed holiday homes

chic

views,

surrounded by a 6 hectare ecological finca

entertaining options for intimate and

in the green northern part of Tenerife.

family celebrations, Villa Palmeras is yours

Nestled perfectly in nature, the cottages

to remember. Located in the prestigious

are surrounded by tropical fruit trees. The

interiors,

Reconnect.

FEATURES

spectacular

Puerto Calero Yacht Marina, home of
World Sailing Championships, Triathlons,
Ironman & Diving Experiences.

ECO VILLAGE

ecological approach and the renunciation
of any kind of chemistry in the cultivation.

TENERIFE,SPAIN

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Palacio Ico
22 PEOPLE

ACE

Hotel Caserio Aldeallana
MAD

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Boutique hotel of only nine rooms located in

Hotel Caserio Aldeallana is a unique boutique

a building of traditional Canarian architecture,

hotel located in the charming outskirts of

considered historical heritage in the center of

Segovia, only 45-minutes away from Madrid.

the Villa de Teguise, one of the villages with

300 ha. of countryside converted into a

the most history and charm of the island of

unique experience that combines traditional

Lanzarote declared in 2019 as one of the most

architecture and the comfort of a luxury hotel.

beautiful villages in Spain.

Aldeallana provides you with the feeling of
tranquility and respect for the environment.
HOTEL

HOTEL

LAS PALMAS,SPAIN

da Mata Kite&Surf House
12 PEOPLE

FUE

MADRID,SPAIN

Villa Calma Luxury Villa Maspalomas
6 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LPA

The surfhouse is located in Lajares, a strategic

Spectacular three bedroom villa in a unique

place for both surfing and kitesurfing in the

enclave

north of Fuerteventura. The place is quite but

You can rest and spend an unforgettable holidays

next to every facilities. The Villa has 3 Bedrooms

by the sea in this beautiful villa with heated pool,

and one Apartment. All the hosts are welcome

large garden of 450 square meters, solarium

to use our private Skateramp in the garden. We

with sea views, barbecue and chillout area.

are pet friendly!

It is a Villa very well located in the municipality of

as

is

the

coast

of

Maspalomas.

San Bartolomé de Tirajana (Maspalomas), a few
VILLA

meters from the famous dunes of Maspalomas

VILLA

and its beach.
LAS PALMAS,SPAIN
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MASPALOMAS,SPAIN
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Far Out Collective
18 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

Casas Benali

43 ROOMS

overlooking the ocean. Perfect space for

68 hectares of land. Eco tourism and Eco

intimate

farming go hand in hand here.

groups

looking

for

expansive

experiences. Corporate, weddings or yoga.

Our spirit is reflected in:

Set in a peaceful neighbourhood, join the

- Eco Tourism: accommodation and

Camino de Santiago right from the doorstep.

recreational area for guests

SUP, and kayak in La concha bay 100mts

- Organic farming: to supplement the

away. Featuring large cosy salon/ brunch cafe

kitchen of Benali

and beautiful studio space with epic views.

- Activities, workshops and retreats.

parking. Experienced retreat hosts, we make
sure you have as good a time as your clients.

VALENCIA ,SPAIN
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ECO VILLAGE
VALENCIA ,SPAIN

Villa La Pena
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES
ALC

RESORT

LEARN MORE

VLC

Casas Benali is a restored hamlet with

Akinon Resort
86 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Located in a historic villa in the city centre

Balconies on 2 floors, glass elevator, garage

SAN SEBASTIAN,SPAIN

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BIO

VILLA

28 PEOPLE

FEATURES

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

GIB

Akinon Resort is a beautiful oasis in

Villa La Pena is a spacious and secluded

tranquil and peaceful surroundings in La

luxury yoga retreat venue in Spain for up to 12

Nucia. We offer beautiful apartments of

students and 2 staff with extensive grounds,

different sizes ideal for groups, families and

50 sqm yoga studio, 50 sqm outdoor yoga

couples. Explore our spa for a relaxing and

platform, massage room, indoor & outdoor

pampering experience. Visit our restaurant,

swimming pools, air-conditioning and Wi-

Fusion 8, for a culinary adventure and the

Fi. It sits in a stunning elevated position in

ultimate dining experience as you are

the La Pena area of Tarifa, nestled between

served exciting and modern dishes in
stylish décor. Our spacious and colourful
natural park is ideal whether you want to
exercise, collect your thoughts or meditate.

RETREAT CENTER
TARIFA ,SPAIN

mountain and sea with a panoramic vista
over miles of sandy beaches. It faces the
Straits of Gibraltar, looking out east across to
Morocco’s Rif Mountain.
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RETREAT VENUES

RETREAT VENUES

Villa Casa Romero
4 PEOPLE

VLC

Hotel Hacienda de Abajo
62 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

SPC

32 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Casa Romero is a ten minute drive to the

Submerge yourself in the past and experience

historic town of Oliva which boasts 17 kilometers

in this ancient XVII century sugar estate a

of blue flag beaches. Ten minutes to the village

refined lifestyle in which hospitality is always an

of La Font D’En Carros with its friendly bars and

essential element. Superbly situated on the west

many fiestas and 20 minutes to the vibrant

side of La Palma island, in the historic centre of

town of Gandia, also with award winning Blue

Villa y Puerto de Tazacorte, the municipality of

Flag beaches. It is ideal for those wanting a very

Spain with most hours of sunshine a year. With

relaxing and chilled out break, as well as those

wonderful views over the Atlantic Ocean and

wanting to explore this fascinating area of Spain.

VILLA

surrounded by lush botanical gardens and a

HOTEL EMBLEMÁTICO

“sea of bananas”, where nature and tranquillity
VALENCIA,SPAIN

Apartamentos El Guardaviñas
VIT

6 ROOMS

Lanzasurf Surf School & Yoga Camp
20 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

TAZACORTE,LA PALMA

are in perfect harmony.

LPA

LEARN MORE

Apartamentos en complejo cerrado con patio

We offer group and private surf classes and

privado al aire libre. Espacioso para respirar aire

surf camps for all levels. Yoga Classes, Massage,

puro. Entorno de viñedo y montañas ideal para

Meditation, Skate Lessons. We bring all our

conectar con la naturaleza

experience and our passion for teaching into
our surf lessons, and we pride ourselves on
doing things differently: tailored lessons, small
groups, high-quality material, and experienced
instructors are a guarantee that all our students
APARTHOTEL

make the most of the class and improve their
surfing while having a great time in a stunning

ABALOS,LA RIOJA
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natural environment.

FAMARA,LANZAROTE
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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